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QUICK HITS
BOM Manager is a powerful
ERP enhancement

Large, complex [multi-level]
BOM’s are integrated quickly
and consistently

GARED is a full-service
sports equipment
manufacturer focused on
creating optimal play
experiences.

GARED sports equipment can be
found in a variety of play spaces - in
pro arenas and universities around
the world, school yards, parks, high
school gymnasiums, both in big
cities and small towns, and in the
driveways and home courts of
people who recognize the value of
reliability and product quality.

Our company relies on custom engineered solutions designed
to accommodate a variety of new and existing facilities. Due to
the unique nature of each project, our engineered products will
have distinct Bill of Materials and configurations.
We have found BOM Manager to be a lean, effective program
which allows us to efficiently import and manage our custom
engineered parts in Made2Manage. BOM Manager is flexible
enough to fit our existing business process and simple enough
to allow for a short learning curve.

Our organization was previously utilizing CADLink for CAD-ERP
integration. The CADLink process was a constant source of
contention which required time-consuming investigation and
The CADLink process was a
interdepartmental meetings to resolve data inconsistencies
constant source of contention and/or unintended processing results. Application performance
was sluggish and error-prone when complex BOM’s were
involved. We were commonly experiencing issues with the
a more efficient way to
program itself and how the program fit within our business
process. Support for our CADLink issues was minimal and
eliminate inaccuracies
often did not provide adequate resolution.
Adopting BOM Manger has greatly benefitted our organization.
Reviewing BOM’s and Routings has become a much easier and
more streamlined task – errors and warnings clearly indicate
and explain issues as they occur.

continued

BOM Manager truly
complements Made2Manage

a lean, effective program

The customer support has

exceeded our expectations

The increased BOM transparency has formed a more efficient
way to eliminate inaccuracies which previously may not have
been identified prior to import.
Large, complex [multi-level] BOM’s are integrated quickly and
consistently. We now have a high level of confidence our
BOM’s are uploading as intended. The added benefit of Item
Master, Std BOM and Std Routing maintenance and review has
also proved very useful. All support inquiries have been
addressed quickly and completely. The customer support has
exceeded our expectations.
BOM Manager truly complements Made2Manage to provide
painless and transparent CAD integration while ensuring data
integrity. BOM Manager is a powerful ERP enhancement that
we will continue to use and incorporate throughout our
organization.”

About Progressive Edge
For over two decades, Progressive Edge has been Extending and Enhancing the Made2Manage™ ERP
System. Originally a partner with Made2Manage, we have continued to provide Applications and Services
throughout the many ownership changes and reorganizations this application has endured. Today, we
continue to build on this stability, proven by our decades of dedication to this application, excellence in
design and implementation, and growing list of satisfied customers.

About the BOMM™ (BOM Manager)
The BOMM™ is hands down, the best way to Manage your Made2Manage Item Masters, BOM’s and
Routings. Users are seeing dramatic reductions in time and increased throughput when managing BOM's,
Routings and Item Masters. Import, Compare, Find and perform bulk changes with ease.
Download the BOMM™ product description here.
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